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What’s the Cost?

• Previous to the Covid-19 Pandemic we knew food waste was the highest
source for food waste along the supply chain in developed countries.
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What can I do to Help?
As a consumer we have the biggest say on what and how much gets
produced. We can all take a few extra steps to make the world a better
place for everyone.

• The average American Household wastes $1,866 per year.

• Planning a menu the days you know you will be cooking. We are living
in a time where convenience is the biggest factor in ones life. We can
order any kind of food and even get it delivered. Plan using seasonality
and ingredient cross-utilization in mind.

Producers
The multiple factors that Farms produce food waste before the Covid-19
Pandemic are the following:
1. Price Colatility
2. High Labor Cost
3. Lack of Labor Availability
4. Product not meeting Aesthetic Standards
5. Weather
6. Pests
The New Unforeseen Factors that appeared as a result of Covid-19
Pandemic are the following:
7. High demand due to Hoarding in the beginning
8. Lack of Labor due to Quarantine Requirements
9. Lack of Outlets for Food to go since Restaurants were Forced to Close
10. Euthanize Animals
11. Surplus

Processors
• Meat processing plants experienced multiple outbreaks among Workers
which limited the processing capacity and temporary closures of others.
• This resulted in farmers making a cost decision on the animals, it was
cheaper to euthanize the chickens, then to keep feeding them.

The Covid-19 Pandemic really revealed how vulnerable our entire food
supply has always been, but it ends with the consumers. The major factors
that were brought out as a result are:
1. Consumers hoarding more food then they could consume before it was
waste.

• Greenhouse Gas from all the discarded food will effect climate change
costing us
• Portion Control is crucial because of its potential waste after. If
properly planned the leftover fresh ingredients could be used in other
recipes.
• Buy Local when possible, this will have a direct impact on the
environment since the food wont have to travel as much.

2. Lack of fresh quality food available to lower income communities.
3. Lack of planning before buying food, some people just go in to fill up a
cart and have no idea what and when they will be using the fresh
ingredients.
4. Some people wanted to make less trips to the crowded stores to avoid
getting sick.

Food Service Operations
• Food service operations normally have food waste but with proper
planning could be waste could be decreased dramatically. Covid-19
forced a majority of Food service operations to close last minute. Where
does all that food go? Many restaurants used this to donate but
unfortunately much went to waste.
• Plastic containers, utensils, and bags increased adding to the plastic
waste pile due to take out being the only option for businesses.

• Grow Herbs when possible, this allows a consumer to trim as needed
and save money.
• Food banks was the best option food purveyors had since food related
business closed, What would have happen to all those warehouses filled
with food?

Food Waste Video
QR code is provided to watch a visual on Food waste from beginning to
waste.
• Compost at home, this allows a nutrient rich fertilizer for your plants.

Retail
• Early in the pandemic, shortages in the food supply chain led many
consumers to hoard food, which resulted in waste when there was not a
plan for using the extra food
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